
$2,200,000 - 108 Highfield, 63A-63B, 70-72, 73-75 Elm, 76-78-80 Fleet
 

Listing ID: M147398

$2,200,000
, 11204 square feet
Multi-family

108 Highfield, 63A-63B, 70-72, 73-75 Elm,
76-78-80 Fleet, Moncton, New Brunswick,
E1C1S2

FOR SALE - a four property package deal
sitting on a downtown lot of 0.55 acre. A
one of a kind opportunity in downtown
Moncton. The properties are located along
Fleet St as per aerial pictures with countless
opportunities. The properties included are : -
108 Highfield a 6 units income property
with a total of ( 3(1 bedrooms), 2(2
bedrooms ) and a 1(3 bedroom + coin
operated laundry space with additional
parking space for tenants; - 70-72 Elm a
side by side duplex including 2 (4 bedrooms
) units with each their separate laundry
included in their unit, fenced shared
backyard; - 73-75 Elm 76-78-80 Fleet, a 6
unit income property with a total of 1(1
bedroom), 4(2bedrooms) , 1(3 bedrooms)
and coin operated laundry space. - 63(A)
63(B) Elm an up and down duplex with
separate entrance. * Full financials included
with room for increase in rent at buyer's
discretion. Those well kept homes in the
heart of Moncton are not to be missed.
Walking distance to all of downtown's
amenities, new developments and the
Avenir Centre, these properties are in a key
location. The chances of purchasing a block
is yours to consider with the increase of
development in downtown Moncton this is
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the opportunity to invest in our fast growing
city. (id:12566)
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